
We can take an insightful journey through Leazes park with 
Sheree by listening here: QR code / website link 

Take in the sights and sounds of the park, as the *Creatix 
meanders through the paths and takes us on a journey through 
its past and present, inviting us to take time to ‘be’ in nature. 

A full transcript of the audio recording can be found here: 
QR code / website link

In the following pages, Sheree is inviting us to venture into nature, and 
offers prompts for writing. Find time to be in nature, within our own minds, 
through memory and imagination, or if you can, try venturing outside.   

Introducing… Sheree Angela Matthews

Sheree Angela Matthews is *Creatrix: she who makes, from Bradford. With a practice which manifests through poetry, storytelling, image and the 
unfolding histories of Black people. Sheree engages audiences around Black women’s voices and bodies, black feminism, ecology and memory, 
nature and wellbeing, trauma and healing. She advocates for Black women’s voices, facilitating national and international creative workshops 
and retreats in the landscape, encouraging and supporting women on their journey of remembrance back to their bodies and authentic selves.

Sheree is currently practicing around the BALTIC commission creating visual journaling spreads focusing on her Black body with/in Nature.

You can fi nd out more about Sheree’s practice on her website: livingwildstudios.com and her podcast series: earthsealove.com/podcast 

Social media?



A Nature Writing Zine

Six Creative Writing Prompts to Engage with Nature

1. Let’s Take a Walk (inside our minds or outside)
Walking is good for the soul. Walking is good for the 
imagination. When we walk in nature, down our street 
passing gardens or within parks and out in the countryside, 
we open our senses to the world around us. We slow 
down and start to pay more attention to our 
surroundings, which can only be a good thing.

When you go out for a walk, take along a notebook, 
a piece of paper and pen, or even just your mobile 
phone and let your senses be open to nature.

Make a list of all the things that grab your attention. 

What do you see?
What do you hear?
What can you touch?
What do you smell?
What can you taste?
Collect a bank of images. Use these lists just 
as they are or try to rearrange them into a 
snapshot image of your walk today. 



2. Let’s Look at a Flower (it can be the one on this page)

Flowers can be found all around. Inside the home and outside in supermarkets, 
parks and gardens. Cracks in the pavement. Their colours brighten our moods. 
Their scents remind us of other times, people and places.

Choose your favourite fl ower. You can have the fl ower with you physically 
but if you can’t manage that for whatever reason, you could fi nd an image 
of the fl ower on the internet instead. But make sure the fl ower you 
choose makes you smile, and has some signifi cance for you.

Examine this fl ower closely.
Try to write down the overall shape of the fl ower, and then move on to the 
individual petals and leaves. Are they round? Oval, heart-shaped? 
What do they remind you of?
What do they feel like? What kind of texture do they have?
What are their colours? Try to be as specifi c as you can. For example, 
if they are pink, what shade of pink? Light or dark? 
Blush or bright? 

Really take in the beauty of the fl ower and think about what they remind you of, 
a di� erent time, person or place? A certain memory comes to mind? 
Write it all down. 
How did these fl owers become your favourite?

Using all details you have accumulated from answering each question, now try 
and create a poem of 7 lines describing your interaction with this one fl ower 
today. And poetry doesn’t have to rhyme. Poetry is just playing with words!



3. Let’s Heal with Water (could be in a cup)

Water is life itself. It is a life source. Without water we would not survive. Let’s give thanks and praise to water. 

Find a body of water near you. A lake, a pond, a stream, a river, the sea. A puddle even! 
Spend some time walking around or with your chosen body of water. Watch how it moves with the 
wind and the light. Write down anything that comes to mind when you are with your chosen body of water. 
Don’t forget to touch the water (if you can do so safely), to gauge its temperature.

What does the water remember? Where has it been and where is it going? 
What does the water make you remember? 

Collect as many or as few notes as you want in terms of ideas, thoughts and feelings.
Once you think you are ready, let’s try to create a Praise Poem.
A Praise Poem is a piece of writing about anything you fi nd beautiful in nature. 
Today we are trying to create one about your body of water.
Begin your poem with: “Praise to ...”
Then the second line starts with: ‘I am …
And continue to describe your body of water in tender and moving ways. 
Other lines to include could be: 
“You remember…” and
 “I remember …”



4. Let’s Talk to the Trees (we can imagine doing this too)

Many streets within our neighbourhoods will have trees. 
Tree-lined streets. Trees at the bottom of the street. 
Trees across the street. Trees in our back yards.

Go and be with a tree. 
Choose a tree that calls to you. That catches your eye. 
Go spend some time with this tree. 

Look at it, touch it, listen to it. 
How did this tree get here? Hang out with the tree, 
as if it is your friend. You can tell it your secrets 
and no doubt they will tell you theirs. 

Collect all the details of your time with the tree. 
Take photographs/ images of your tree. 

When you are back home with your words and images 
and can’t get back to your tree, write your tree a letter 
detailing what it means to you to have this tree in your life 
right now. How does it feel to hang out with a tree like a friend?



5. Let’s Take a Night Walk (perhaps in our minds)

Night walking provides a fresh new 
perspective on our usual places 
and spaces. 

Do you know that there are certain 
plants and wildlife that only come 
alive during the night? Bats, and 
owls, honeysuckle and moths to 
name but a few.

Schedule a safe nighttime or dusk 
walk, alone or with friends but make 
sure you feel safe and comfortable 
where you go walking. 

Go on your usual walk fi rst to gain 
confi dence with being out after 
dark. With what we can see being 
hampered by the fading light, our 
other senses are heightened. 

When you’re out walking, choose 
just one sense to focus on besides 
sight. Sound, smell, taste and 
touch/feelings. When you’re 
walking, stop often to record 
your reactions through your 
chosen sense.  

Once you return home use your 
notes to create a piece of writing 
which explores the alien landscape 
(nighttime places and spaces) 
through an alien sense (not the 
usual heavy reliance on sight) 
and see what you create. 

This prompt will still work wonders 
even if you are a usual night walker. 
It invites you to step out of your comfort 
zone and rely on a less dominate 
sense for interacting with the world.



6. Let’s Birdwatch (can be from a window)

Never mind what time of year, there is always bird song and glimpses of birds along the ground, trees or in fl ight. 
These winged beauties are part of our everyday whether we realise it or not. They could be daily residents 
in our area, or just passing through on migration to warmer or colder climates. 

But there’s nothing like spotting a bird in the sky. To remain in the sky for hours or days, birds have 
evolved for the task, as it takes great amounts of energy to maintain this exertion and positioning. 

You don’t need any binoculars for this task but if you have them, use them.

Go visit a nearby park, woodland, garden or go to the beach. A place where you know or suspect our 
feathered friends hang out. And just sit. Get comfortable, as you are going to be sitting for a while. 

Through sitting and being still you are resting and calming down, but you are also blurring 
into the landscape. Meaning before you know it, birds have come nearby. Curious, 
looking for food, or items for a nest, or just to rest themselves.

Watch the birds, listen to the birds. Are they big or small, colourful or plain? 
Commit the details to memory and enjoy the experience of just being in nature.

When you return home, write about the experience. 
What can you remember about the birds you saw and heard?  
What can you also remember about how you felt just being there, doing nothing… just being?

Resources to read and write around nature:
Tina Welling, Writing Wild: Forming a Creative Partnership with Nature
John A. Murray, Writing About Nature: A Creative Guide
Richard Mabey, Turning the Boat for Home: A life writing about nature
Chris Packham, Back to Nature: How to Love Life – and Save It
Kathryn Aalto, Writing Wild: Women Poets, Ramblers, and Mavericks 
Who Shape How We See the Natural World
Patrick Barkham (ed.), The Wild Isles: An Anthology 
of the Best of British and Irish Nature Writing

Kathleen Jamie, Antlers of Water: Writing on the Nature 
and Environment of Scotland

Dara McAnulty, Diary of a Young Naturalist

Anita Sethi, I Belong Here: A Journey Along the Backbone of Britain

Elizabeth-Jane Burnett, The Grassling: A Geological Memoir

Rebecca Frank, A Breath of Fresh Air: How to Feel Good All Year Round


